
Area Detail/Comment Priority Action

forum I tried to contribute to the forum, but got a message saying that I had to 

login (I had already logged in). I logged in again and was able to post a 

test message (please delete it for me!) I accessed and downloaded 

documents without problems.

now Checked and Sorted

forum
On the Communities top page 

http://sustainabilityexchange.co.uk/index.php?option=com_kunena&view=

entrypage&defaultmenu=12&Itemid=12 the community names in grey 

boxes seem to be strangely positioned with Green ICT taking up 3 lines 

while Positive Actions and Behaviours just extends almost completely 

across one line. 

fine now - leave as is.

Forum It asks you to login in again even though I logged on the first page. It was 

quite sluggish in starting a new topic.

Now Wording amended.  

Speed mentioned to ND

Forum Although I couldn't contribute I liked how it looked and seemed to be 

workingForum I didn't test it but I looked at the guidance, which I felt was lacking detail; 

also the screen grabs on the user guide are unnecessarily small - only half 

the screen width. Also only tells you how to post or reply to a topic, not 

how to upload files, subscribe, favourite etc

guidance improved 

partially, and comment 

countered by later 

comments x 2

Forum Couldn't find the page at first because the banner link says "communities" 

and not "forums". Also the page is somewhat cluttered and feels like you 

need to be a bit of an expert to use it - I have seen simpler blog forum 

styles. Would favour tidying up, keeping simple and removing some of the 

functionality (e.g. which users said 'thank you').

See how forum runs 

initially and then possibly 

we remove functions - ie 

thank you?

Forum The page is very cluttered- too much writing at the top - could this be at 

the side? The grey boxes for the CoPs look strange on the page- can 

these be made smaller- I wasn't quite sure why they were there- it may 

make more sense when there is more posts perhaps?

considered in line with 

other comments 

elsewhere

Forum the instructions on how to use the forum were easy to follow counters comment above

Forum Pressing communities tab and it went straight to forums with no intro text - 

confused. and then it looked like the system logged me out as the log in 

box went blank having had my log in details previously. Found this prob 

before.

now ND  checked - Looks OK 

now, keep an eye on this

Forum This was an easy to use feature as the discussion topic is clear and the 

reply functions are easy to use and see.

counters comment above

General look 

style

Thank you for the opportunity to test this. I have looked forward to this site 

launching and believe it can be a great resource. I have completed the 

survey and put a lot of detailed feedback in the final box but wanted to 

email and say that the overall impression of the site in our office is that it 

is very difficult to locate what we were looking for as there is so much 

information crammed on to each page and that things (such as the search 

box) were not where we expected to find them.  We spend a lot of time on 

web design here and have been on several training courses so are 

concerned that your site breaks a lot of the basic rules.  

NOW Home page and general 

site prune.  Made 

significant improvements 

to search facility.

General look 

style

The main problem seems to be that there are too many options and menu 

bars. The search button took more than two minutes for three of us to find 

as it looks like an advert.  Ideally a homepage should fit on one screen so 

that the user can easily find what they are looking for, or at least be 

pointed in the right direction. I understand that the site is crammed with 

good stuff but it is a myth that users don't like clicking through lots of 

pages - what they want is to know that they're on the right path without 

scrolling round the page trying different things until they find what they are 

looking for. It's wrong turns or an inability to find a relevant link within a 

few seconds that make them go elsewhere. Higher level categories that 

take the user clearly through to their desired destination will help. 

home page reviewed and 

changes made

General look 

style

·         Join the Community and Search the Exchange images are out of 

focus.

NOW ND  made them more 

focussedGeneral look 

style

The website looks fresh and clean, and clearly holds a lot of information. 

Overall, I think the structure, formatting and ordering of information on the 

site could be a little better. As it stands, the information seems to be in a 

“brain dump” format. It‟d be nice to see more explanation on what is 

meant by sustainability and the various areas covered by the website, but 

on the Home or About page. It might be useful to consider having an FAQ 

section o build up to avoiding multiple “contact us” requests?

Now & later clutter comments already 

included FAQ idea - later 

but nice idea - SA

General look 

style

Aesthetic point- Can the colours on the sustainability logo at the top left 

hand side be drawn across the whole page –it‟s one of the elements that 

make it look less professional somehow and very busy with the changing 

logos for all the partners – could these not be on a separate page rather 

than scrolling through.

Now Leave scrolling logos. GA - 

Added new image on 

welcome - including logos



General look 

style

Otherwise I think the site looks good!

general look 

style

Confirming that I have now had a go on the website and it looks very 

good.

General look 

style

Feel there is too much information on a page - makes navigation tricky. 

Also the green colour is quite dull - would be more eye-catching if a 

brighter green was used.

Leave green, but clutter 

comment considered

General look 

style

perhaps too much use of green colour later gradually look at in 

incorporating the orange 

into new sections that are 

added ie cpd

General look 

style

The highlight and underline features allow you to easily see which section 

you are going to. More white space on the page would be beneficial as I 

have a sight issue. Helps to break the information up

now more white space less 

clutter

home page Homepage

home page ·         Under latest resources and popular resources – I‟m asked to “log in 

to see more” even though I am already logged in.

NOW GA amended wording

home page ·         I found the homepage to be a little too busy. NOW Consistent issue - 

amendedhome page ·         Across the “Home” and “About” pages, I don‟t really feel the reader 

gets a comprehensive description/explanation of what the SE is and what 

it does. For example, Sustainability covers so many areas (which are 

listed under resources) however this is not explained or summarised on 

“Home” or “About” pages where I‟d expect at least a brief overview.

now home page and improved, 

extra info added to about 

page - explain frameworks

home page

Front page is too cluttered- you have to really search visually for what you 

want now GA sorting - DONE

home page
Quick Search function on front page- I expect to be able to search from 

the moment go and type in biodiversity and resources appear and I can 

then filter- you shouldn't need to click through for a simple search though 

of course you can have the option to do so if you know your search is 

more complicated from the beginning 

now DONE

home page The colours are very nice with good use of white space. The large boxes 

on top of the pictures are off putting. I like the blocks on the side.

home page Would be good to have a "Logged in as Fred Bloggs" message at the top 

of the screen.

now DONE - on log in box

home page Organisation of it seems wrong - the intro text below "Join the community" 

should be more prominent; the "Recent Community Posts" is in an odd 

place (should swap with the intro text). Doesn't make sense for the 'EAUC 

members no need to log in" bit to be below the login. Text is far too small 

in places and no easy way to enlarge

now home page amended and 

improved in line with 

general feedback

home page 4 Lots to read, slightly adds to cluttering. now in line with earlier 

comment/action

home page Looks professional but it definitely needs to go on a diet - it's too cluttered 

at the moment. Perhaps some of the boxes you have should be slimmed 

down, especially the three dark grey ones along the bottom - they take up 

more room that they ought to. Same with the Join, Register and Search 

Boxes. Also there should be a small search function that is always at the 

top right of the page so you can instantly do a search whatever page you 

arrive on.

GA looked at wording - in 

line with earlier 

comment/action. Quick 

search added

Logging in Thank you for your email, I am more than happy to be involved with 

testing your site, I do wonder though what use I can be.  I do not work in 

an estates department so the site is not something I would understand 

and if I'm totally honest I agreed to be involved quite some time ago which 

means this is not familiar to me at all. I have looked at the front page 

which looks clear and well laid out but when I try to make sense of it; it 

uses a lot of jargon probably more familiar to people who work in that area 

but not necessarily to me.  I found it hard to find the register to use icon 

and when I did it came up with a blank screen: From this screen the drop 

down menus are active but it doesn't give me the opportunity to log in.

NOW MMS looked at - and fixes 

made

Logging in Hi Gill, Thanks for this - I've just had a look and thought I'd give you the 

following feedback:(using Chrome browser) I registered for an account (I 

couldn't remember if I had already got one!) However, I made a mistake in 

the registration screen and it wouldn't let me continue. There was no alert 

to tell me exactly where there was a mistake so it was difficult to know 

what to do (I think my password wasn't repeated correctly). Once logged 

in, the front screen still shows a 'register now or login' option that is rather 

confusing.    

NOW ND - to look at 

registration, possibly issue 

with MMS - SA to confirm - 

We need to check with 

Fiona that Hughes have 

this set up right. Done



Logging in I am taking part in the testing for the Sustainability Exchange and have 

come across a problem.  When I click "Register" I get this error page:  

Please can you allow me access to use the site.  I‟m using Firefox so not 

sure if it works using this web browser or whether that won‟t make a 

difference.  I've been jumping around trying to find this error as it is 

working fine for most people. I've now found it; it seems that in Firefox, if 

you‟ve disabled cookies it blocks the registration.

ND Response: What you need to do is to go to your top menu in Firefox 

and open Preferences. Then, under 'Privacy' tick the box just over half 

way down that says:'Accept third-party cookies'.

Then go back to the site and register and it will work fine (hopefully!)

NOW GA forwarded to ND.  ND 

responded directly.  

Cookies bar added to site 

for first time users to 

accept, and cookies policy 

written

Logging in ·         On the right hand column the page shows I‟m logged in but still 

asks me to register or log-in to see community areas.

NOW GA amended wording on 

modules

Logging in ·         It took me a while to know whether or not I was logged in. It might 

be worth having an “Welcome X” at the top of each page rather than only 

on the resource page.

NOW/later Improved - can we do 

more later?

Logging in
Once I have logged in it is not that obvious that I have achieved it as the 

page looks like this above where the only thing that changes is I can no 

longer see the box to enter my user name and password but it still says 

„log in to participate‟ under recent community posts and also it still shows 

the „Register now or log in‟ box which is confusing. You think you haven‟t 

logged in yet.

now Improved - can we do 

more later?

Logging in Join in and Search buttons on the login page 

www.sustainabilityexchange.ac.uk are blurred

now ND - done

Logging in
I managed to logout by mistake as haven‟t seen the person with the red 

dot icon before and though it shows logout when you hover over the 

picture I had already clicked it by this point.  Is there any way of putting 

“logout” next to this icon? I mistook it for an “edit my details” button as it 

was next to Hi, Katherine Eames

now ND - done

Logging in How about looking at Federated Access Management for access 

management? Its designed to prevent the need to have and remember 

ever more usernames and passwords

later consider for later

Logging in I tried to register and the website crashed. registration is proving 

difficult on PC's with tight 

security settings owing to 

API link/two servers.  

Need to consider wording 

on this post launch if it 

continues
Logging in 4 No login page appeared.

Logging in Once I have logged in it is not that obvious that I have achieved it as the 

page looks like this(a picture I'll send in an email) where the only thing that 

changes is I can no longer see the box to enter my user name and 

password but it still says „log in to participate‟ under recent community 

posts and also it still shows the „Register now or log in‟ box which is 

confusing as you think you haven‟t logged in yet especially when you're 

not totally sure of your username and password(which I wasn't :-)

now wording improved

Logging in The icons in the login box are very unclear and when logged it it should 

say welcome Iain etc so you know it has worked. The My organisation is 

not listed need to be higher up so seen more easily otherwise am 

confused. When registering as a new org my title of Lord is not given so I 

had to choose Baron (really???). On pressing the return button after 

completing Registration the screen should shot to the top of the page so I 

can see that my account is now registered. Otherwise I am left with a 

blank screen

later wording improved - SA to 

look at the MMS options 

at a later stage

news events ·         I didn‟t find this section to be too engaging. Use of pictures relating 

to each news item might capture this a little better.

NOW sorted

news events ·         No dates attributed to news items. NOW sorted

news events ·         Perhaps use of an archive feature of old news items would keep 

this page cleaner when there are multiple updates?

later SA to look at archiving 

and digests - may not be 

possible as it is already a 

feed from EAUC.  May 

need to involve Hughes 

here.news events ·         Again, this area has no real structure and so can include news on 

anything. This results in the website not being as user friendly as it can 

be.

later sorted

news events Events



news events ·         See earlier comments on News page re: structure and being user 

friendly.

later see other comments

news events ·         Again, I felt this was not too engaging. I felt the pictures were a little 

corporate and unrelated but that may be just my opinion.

later see other comments

news events On the events page it would be good if the next upcoming event was at 

the top of the page, at the moment the first event visible is for November 

and the September ones are lost down the page

now/later software changed

News events Would be to have an RSS feed so that can used at other locations. later

News events Email feed should have a digest option - daily, weekly or monthly. later not possible currently as it 

is a feed from EAUC 

News events The news feed page is very well laid out - and font size works. I would 

appreciate a 'one-click' way of emailing you further news items, however. 

Also I'd be happy for you to control uploads of info on new events, if we 

sent it to you.

later Newsfeed improved with 

new software, but digest 

not possible currently as it 

is a feed from EAUC 

News events On the events page it would be good if the next upcoming event was at 

the top of the page, at the moment the first event visible is for November 

and the September ones are lost down the page

News events Might be useful to include an archive later not currently possible

News events I think this depends on what control we have of the settings, so If we could 

choose to receive a daily or weekly digest, rather than a message 

appearing in the inbox every time.

later not currently possible

news events allot of very small samey font size esp. in News and Events. need images 

there too

now sort images

Other I‟ve been testing the new Sustainability Exchange – it seems like a great 

resource! Congratulations! We‟re really excited to be included as a 

partner. (I‟ve filled in your Survey Monkey, of course). I was just wondering 

if we could slightly update the information on the NUS page, so that it 

more specifically reflects the work of the Ethical and Environmental Dept. 

rather than just NUS as a whole. Would it be possible to add an additional 

paragraph to make the page read as follows: NUS is the largest student 

organisation in the world, with over 600 affiliated students' unions, 

representing the interests of seven million students in further and higher 

education in the UK. Our strapline is student lives better; student voices 

bolder; student futures brighter.  NUS is the largest student organisation in 

the world, with over 600 affiliated students' unions, representing the 

interests of seven million students in further and higher education in the 

UK. Our strapline is student lives better; student voices bolder; student 

futures brighter.  NUS champions a range of effective, dynamic and far 

reaching sustainability projects. Green Impact focuses on altering working 

practices among staff in Students Unions, Universities and Colleges, and 

further locations in the wider community; Student Switch Off seeks to 

reduce energy waste in halls of residence by influencing students directly, 

while Student Eats sees healthy, low-carbon food grown at sites on 

campuses across the country. To find out more about NUS, 

contact www.nus.org.uk/greener. Further to this, we should have a Green 

Impact 2011/12 portfolio to upload to our resources before too long – I‟ll 

pass it along when it‟s ready, along with anything else I think of. Many 

Now DONE

Other I've put my first thoughts on the layout and design, search function etc. in 

the survey - I'd also like to test how we could use it for having a LUEG 

newsletter, hosing files, minutes etc. Also attached is a screenshot I have 

annotated with some comments.

SA to contact re 

newsletter.  GA/SA/ND to 

review comments - and 

see if consistent to other 

responsesOther ·         Under “find out who‟s involved~” box – once on the page, none of 

the links to the organisations work.

NOW sort broken links

Other On the “Share the Knowledge” page the first paragraph is slightly 

misaligned. There is an extra space in front of “The” in „The process is 

simple and in front of “Resources” in “Resources can easily be submitted.”

NOW done

Other
I've had a look and completed the survey. Just a couple of thoughts 

relevant to the Carbon Trust page: the link 

www.carbontrust.com/publicsector is more relevant for EAUC members 

than www.carbontrust.co.uk, worth including the link to our free employee 

awareness and engagement tool www.carbontrust.com/empower

now done

Other I think it would be worth putting some text along the lines of "you need to 

log in to see resources and partner content" on any page where there are 

resources you can only see by logging in.

now done

other I use MAGic software magnification tool. It does make searching slower 

but works ok with this site.

Other Special??? A netbook. Worked fine

Other screen reader



resources & 

searching

Too much information and too many links - needs simplifying. I found 

obtaining search results problematic. If the site gave an indication of how 

many results it had found or whether there were no results found it would 

be easier to understand search results. I could not determine whether the 

word I had searched for was found or not.

Resources & 

searching

I tried a search in the 'quick search' box and the following occurred: The 

search results displayed in a drop down box under the quick search box. 

There were more results than fitted on a page, but when I tried to scroll 

down the search results disappeared. Cloud search worked fine.  Tried the 

main search box. When I typed in a keyword without using filters, search 

results were displayed ok. When I selected a filter there was no obvious 

'search' button to run the search again. 

now search process improved

Resources & 

searching

Downloading documents e.g. Green ICT Briefing Paper takes many click 

throughs to get to the document.

NOW SA to look at individual 

doc and see if it has too 

many links to access

Resources & 

searching

“How to Search the Sustainability Exchange” – the text doesn‟t make 

sense. Which four priority areas? Under Frameworks it starts to talk about 

life – however there is no link to life explaining what it is. This area also 

reads out of context.

NOW Sorted and improved by 

changing modules about

Resources & 

searching

The search tool on the right side column is very slow and SEO seems low. 

I searched for “Government Buying Standards” which I know is on the 

SPCE website, yet it returned a 0 results found response.

now It is there - but doesn't 

seem to come up with all 

three words - GA & ND 

sorted wording and 

checked - limit 20 

characters. ND to look at 

speed issue - Done

Resources & 

searching

It isn‟t clear to me the purpose of the box under the search bar which 

displays different sized text. When you click on any of them, the results 

seem very random and haphazard.

now cloud comment - Cloud 

hidden Done

Resources & 

searching

Each of the different resource pages give a little explanation of the topic, 

however the resources listed do not seem structured or ordered in any 

way. There needs to be some thought about how partner articles will be 

sorted i.e. Toolkits, Government Buying Standards etc.

site doesn't work in that 

way

Resources & 

searching

·         Again, how will the “by region” resources be sorted once uploaded? tagging by region included

Resources & 

searching

·         When you click on the “Procurement and Supplier Engagement on 

the Exchange,” the introduction is very limited and doesn‟t include a link to 

SPCE?

now done

Resources & 

searching

·         The “level” box in the “Search on the Exchange” filter sits outside 

the box.

now ND to look at and 

comment on - It works fine 

nowResources & 

searching

·         It would be useful if the categories were further broken down into 

sub-sections to make the information more accessible and the site more 

user friendly.

Later See what happens when 

usage grows - plenty of 

categories right now for 

the number of resources

Resources & 

searching

·         Should the resources be called “EAUC member only” resources or 

“EAUC members only” resources?

NOW SA to look at

Resources & 

searching

Quick search - The search facility doesn‟t seem to return very good 

search returns. May need to review tags on search facility.

NOW SA - Tags were set by FG 

so please do not change 

without further discussion

Resources & 

searching

quick search  - A search for “procurement” brought up the three 

organisations associated with procurement but no resources.

NOW Sorted

Resources & 

searching

No Posted dates on resources - e.g. 

http://www.sustainabilityexchange.co.uk/index.php?option=com_content&

view=article&id=584:wider-a-more-resource-template&catid=32:wider-a-

more-resources&Itemid=145 I clicked on the story about Nott Trent and 

silver food for life and was interested in when they achieved it so noticed 

there wasn't a date on when it was posted and that would definitely be 

useful in future for any resources as over time things will supersede one 

another potentially e.g. if legislation changes.

Later We turned the date 

posted off as refers to 

date added not published - 

and adding so many on at 

beginning makes it look 

odd - can be reviewed and 

switched on.

Resources & 

searching
Search the exchange page- this is going to grow and grow and if you get a 

list of 100 resources for instance you need to be able to scroll down them 

quicker- at the moment the way the screen is 

NOW ND - to look at page 

layout and width of middle 

part - rearranged - done

Resources & 

searching
Search function- can we search by date - again as it grows you will get to 

the stage where you could be looking for resources on CRC that were 

posted after a certain date

later consider later



Resources & 

searching
When I found a resource and clicked on it to look in more detail the Edit 

this resource image didn‟t show (there was just one of the error boxes with 

the red cross that comes up on our Kingston site when we haven‟t made 

the image live).  The resource was Curriculum Review Tool – University of 

Brighton 2007 though it seems to happen with other resources as well

now Sorted

Resources & 

searching

It would be useful to have a “date posted” piece of metadata available for 

resources

Later see above similar 

comment

Resources & 

searching
I found the Search Parameters page by accident through clicking on the 

View All option at the bottom of the Quick search results and thought that 

the ability to search here for an exact phrase is very useful but that people 

may not be able to find this facility if they were looking for it

now have improved the 

wording on quick search 

box

Resources & 

searching

Would it be possible to have the quick search box also on the home page 

in the top right corner where there is a small space on the green banner?

now Done - in a different place 

though

Resources & 

searching
On the Search Parameters page there are two Tags selection boxes 

http://www.sustainabilityexchange.co.uk/index.php?searchword=confronte

d+with&ordering=newest&searchphrase=exact&option=com_search

now

Resources & 

searching
It would also be helpful if the quick search box let you search for multiple 

word strings and phrases by using inverted commas in the same way 

google does- this is very useful.

now ND - can it do this? - yes 

but only up to 20 

characters

Resources & 

searching
Green box with several drop down options for filtering is non intuitive. I 

would expect to have a button at the bottom called search which would 

allow me to search all article based on the filter.

now ND improved with a new 

button (which cannot be 

changed at this stage)

Resources & 

searching

3 Quick search should be on front page - defeats the purpose if not; Main 

search facility is intuitively strange in that you enter your search term, the 

drop down filters then go back to your search term and press enter. A 

Search' button below the filters would be more intuitive. Not clear how to 

use the 'cloud' - are these current topics/recent searches? Going to 

About/Partner resources to find partner resources doesn't make sense - 

can't see the logic of going there to search for something, and in any case 

it seems to direct to the same search page. Don't know how to search by 

the framework pages. There is a problem with the green box search 

results as they are generated in a very narrow column which will mean 

endless scrolling and clicking to the next page. Far better for them to be 

spread across the page so you can see more of them at once.

now ND Improved green box, 

sorted narrow page

Resources & 

searching

4 There are an awful lot of methods of searching on many of the pages, 

and this was somewhat overwhelming.

now cloud removed as part of 

declutter

Resources & 

searching

5 The search results are better when they are in one line format such as 

when you click on partner resources. When you get the search results in 

1/3 of screen and with so much text you do not get many results to the 

page and as screen and with so much text you do not get many results to 

the page and as the number of resources increase this will be more and 

more essential. In the number of resources increase this will be more and 

more essential. In addition they need a date stamp on it so you can 

choose by date as well and again this will become more and more 

relevant

later date stamp later, other 

comments already in 

consideration

Resources & 

searching

6 I'm not sure how the search cloud works and it's unclear on how to use 

this

now removed cloud

Resources & 

searching

7 I'd like to see a search box on every page so I don't have to return to the 

homepage each time

now added to home page and 

some other pages to be 

consideredResources & 

searching

8 It would be nice to be able to quick search directly on the home page, 

rather than have to click 'search'.

now done

Resources & 

searching

9 When using quick search, it only brought up organisations e.g. tec. Is 

that correct?

now works ok

Resources & 

searching

10 the articles should have dates on them - perhaps there should be an 

order by relevance function as well.

later later

Resources & 

searching

11 When searching I thought the middle section (where the information 

that you have searched for appears) was too cramped making it very 

difficult to locate what you were looking for

now done

Resources & 

searching

See previous comments; the choice of search options is confusing. There 

should be a single search function that includes all relevant filters (egg 

including partner resources and frameworks) plus the quick search. Not 

sure about value of cloud, bit gimmicky in my view

now cloud removed as part of 

declutter



Resources & 

searching

ability to use inverted commas to search for a specific phrase would be 

very useful

now ND to confirm if possible 

to GA - People can put 

the words in but "-" don't 

work - if the select 'All 

words' then it will!  GA 

amended words on qsResources & 

searching

Would favour reducing the number of search methods and ensuring one is 

present on every page on the site (my preference is keep green search 

box, keep standard search box, and remove cloud)

now done

Resources & 

searching

Whatever page I am on there should be the 'quick search box' easily 

visible it is only on the main search page as far as I can see at the 

moment which negates the point of having a quick search box function?

now largely done

Resources & 

searching

The Quick search box took a while to pull up the results in a drop down 

menu which was slightly confusing falling down beside the search results I 

had obtained from the filter search green boxes

Resources & 

searching

I think there needs to be a permanent search box on the page at all times - 

it is hard to know whether the search function is brining everything, or the 

most relevant stuff out at the moment because the exchange hasn't been 

fully populated yet.

now largely done

Resources & 

searching

As above thought the results were very cramped now done

Resources & 

searching

Feel there could be some tidying up of the information in the framework 

pages underneath the texy "Search results for this area are below." (i.e. 

tidy up the "all sections", "total results found", "order by" etc. bits, and put 

them all on one line)

now search pages improved in 

line with general comment

Resources & 

searching

I wouldn't call frameworks 'frameworks' it is the most important drop down 

box to me and should be titled something more like sustainability issue or 

area etc and could even be the first drop down box you choose from?

now GA added note on 

frameworks and priorities - 

may need more

Resources & 

searching

All would be equally useful depending on what I was searching for

Resources & 

searching

Very easy using green box - the green box is really good. later later

Resources & 

searching

2 Easy to filter by subject but also need to be able to filter by date later later

Resources & 

searching

I found key references by using the exact phrase search option but not 

sure if that counts

Resources & 

searching

Might be a better use of space if there was a "back to search facility" 

function once the information is displayed from a search. This will allow 

more room for easy of reading the searched article. I feel the search 

function box takes over. The different search functions needs to be nearer 

each other rather than in different places on the page.

now search pages improved in 

line with general comment

resources & 

searching

Really don't get on with this -not at all clear on how to use. Needs a 

complete review but I think you know this. The results simply come back 

as one big block. Even if I select 'by categories' its not clear that they are. 

Seems very inefficient

now search page clutter issue

Speed 2 On a slow connection so was not as useable as I guess it would be with 

a fast connection

now ND looking at speed

Speed The test website is quite slow - the production website needs to be much 

faster or people will complain

now ND looking at speed

Speed The site is fairly slow to load. I switched off my magnification software and 

re-loaded the site and the loading speed is still quite slow.

now and - I'll do some 

diagnostics but it does 

seem quicker now than it 

was a couple of weeks 

agoText related The other main issue is that a lot of the text, particularly on the drop down 

menus, is in capitals, which makes them very hard to read. I am very glad 

that I'm not dyslexic!  I don't want to sound negative but I want this to be 

perfect as it's such a good idea.

leave capitals for now - 

style consistent

Text related ·         I found a spelling mistake here – “its all free” should be it‟s. NOW Done

Text related It's great that you can search using the LIFE frameworks  but I would 

either call that 'LiFE Frameworks' or something like 'topic' or issue' rather 

than 'frameworks' thinking about your users.

NOW Improved and added 

descriptive module of 

priorities and frameworks

Text related Explore Partner Resources list- 'WIDER AND MORE RESOURCES' - 

strange/ bad use of English

NOW Changed to Other 

Resources

Text related

I‟ve noticed the same error (red cross instead of image) in a few places for 

Create New Article as well

NOW ND - why is 'create a new 

article coming up? 

Needing to remove some 

coding



Text related There is a typing error on the Participate page in “How long...” section up 

to should be two words I think 

http://sustainabilityexchange.co.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=

article&id=649&Itemid=153

now Done

Text related As a screen reader user the actual visual text has no influence on my 

ability to access the site.




